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There&apos;s been a shift in the DFS industry; more than ever, top players are utilizing game

theory, psychology, and advanced modeling to predict player performance and ownership in order

to find an edge.In Fantasy Baseball for Smart People: How to Use Math and Psychology to Win at

DFS, you&apos;ll have access to all of the latest daily fantasy baseball data--performance analytics,

ownership percentages, and more--as well as simple ways to implement the numbers and exploit

public biases to make money.You&apos;ll learn how to: - Predict ownership (with brand new

ownership percentages) - Use new advanced batted ball data to find a huge untapped edge -

Exploit Vegas lines - Benefit from others&apos; mistakesHow to Use Math and Psychology to Win

at DFS is your guide to competing with daily fantasy baseball&apos;s elite.
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Whether youÃ¢Â€Â™re new to MLB DFS, or just trying to improve your game, this really is a great

resource. Having played MLB DFS for a few seasons now, I found myself exploring the unique

concepts and ideas that the author highlights. I came away with a lot of new and interesting ways to



evaluate my own strategy for this season.Bales is the best in the business and I recommend this

book for all fantasy baseball players. His style makes it easy to understand the information and data

presented, and gives real life examples to put it in context.

I have to start by saying that Bales wrote a solid book here. This is recommended reading for just

about any fantasy baseball player looking to gain an edge over the competition. Even veterans may

learn a thing or two from his discussions on batted ball data and his plus/minus metric along with his

research on the viability of strategies like stacking (Hint: it's even more effective than you might

think!). Fantasy Baseball is an easy read, with Bales sprinkling in goofy jokes and anecdotes to

change the pace now and then. It can be a little over the top and might turn some people off, but

make no mistake: Bales knows fantasy baseball well and he backs up what he says with droves of

evidence and examples.Now the part I do not like about this book: Bales is pretty shameless about

his self promotion of his Fantasy Labs website. (Full Disclosure: I am currently subscribed to his site

through a trial subscription.) While there is a lot of solid, actionable information in this book, some

metrics and data discussed in the book are going to be difficult to come by without a subscription to

Fantasy Labs or perhaps another premium daily fantasy subscription. While a brief trial period is

available via a promo code, Fantasy Labs is not cheap, and casual players that lean towards

freerolls and low price contests will gawk at its price. Going by quality of information alone, this book

is a steal at $10. However, you may also feel like you just spent $10 for an advertisement for

another product.

Great Read! Exceeded my expectations!!

Bales always provides a great product when it comes to these books. He gives you a lot of great

information when it comes to game theory and looking beyond just who is the best play. But helps

you look at who is the right play. Especially for people like me who strictly grind out big GPP

tournaments. It's one of those books you can easily read in a day. Yet you will find yourself coming

back to go over certain areas time and again.

Absolute trash, only rambles on about GPPs the entire time. No strategy or direction to help build

effective lineups. Stick to DFS only....

This book has made me second guess everything I know about fantasy baseball. Bales is a great



writer who can turn launch angles and exit velocity into an easy to read, entertaining, and

informative book. Can't wait for the next book in this series.

Bales knows his stuff. I play DFS for fun, and with his advice, along with FantasyLabs.com, I make

back what I put in.

Such an impressive series. Filled with actionable data while remaining entertaining at the same

time.
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